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Role of Urban Spaces
The urban fabric is comprised of various spaces. The most prevalent space is 
the space of transit. Transit spaces are made of up of pedestrian and vehicular 
veins that run between stationary spaces, or spaces that one would come to a 
rest for the purpose of work, recuperation, or gathering. Recently, there have 
been additions to transit spaces that people congregate at to acquire small 
items such as trinkets and foods. The role of the collection of all of these 
spaces mentioned previously is the creation of a larger connected fabric for 
people to live and make a living. Urban fabrics are the brainchild of large 
congregations of people who no longer wished to live in small towns absent of 
work, people who looked to be involved in industry, and people who are 
seeking refuge from war torn countrysides.



What is a Parklet?
A parklet is a sidewalk extension that is 
a public space, and is intended for 
pedestrian rest. An average parklet is no 
larger than the space of a few 
parallel-parking stalls. A parklet 
sometimes reflects the theme of the 
business directly adjacent; other times, it 
is completely independent. 

Parklets started in San Francisco, and 
have recently begun appearing in other 
cities around the US, such as: Los 
Angeles, Spokane, and Minneapolis. 
Parklets are often designed to be easily 
installed and uninstalled by using 
modular or prebuilt pieces that are 
assembled on-site.

Possible 
Parklet 
Location



Why Are Parklets Important?
Parklets convert a few on-street parking spaces into public open space and are 
a cost-effective way to activate streets, create more vibrant neighbourhoods, 
and promote economic vitality.

Parklet programs have been created in cities around the world as a way to 
support community-driven projects that allow people to use streets 
differently.These programs support creative spaces that add “people places” to 
the public right of way. Parklets also encourage walking and biking and create 
more attractive and inviting commercial districts.



Examples of Parklets

Sunset Parklet
Interstice Architects

TwoXTwo
Iowa State UNiversity
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TwoXTwo



TwoXTwo
Structure Analysis------Triangle Structure



TwoXTwo
Structure Analysis



TwoXTwo
Multi-Function Space

Canopy Shelves

Seats Shelters



TwoXTwo
Interaction



Definition of  Multifunctionalism
Multifunctionalism is the primary quality of anything that is intended to have 
multiple uses. Multifunctionalism represents human efficiency: the idea that 
any one item can serve a multitude of purposes. “Multifunctional” was not 
commonly used in literature until the past five decades. Correspondingly, 
humanity has moved (in the past few decades) towards practices that involve 
multifunctional tools, items, machines, furnishings, and other goods. Even 
careers and job practices now involve being a “human multitool,” where one 
has to have the ability to do multiple functions that require various branches 
of background knowledge. Multifunctionalism has become synonymous with 
productivity because multifunctionalism means getting multiple things done 
with less effort or cost.



Examples of Multifunctionalism
Creative furniture

• Flexible for space saving

• Adjustable for every size

• Creative for multi-purposes



Examples of Multifunctionalism
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Articles
Magnetic Morphing:

“In an attempt to design shape-morphing multifunctional objects, this 
thesis uses programmable matter to design self-organizing multi-agent 
systems capable of morphing from one shape into another.”

Magnet-Based Interactive Kinetic Bricks:

“By the use of magnet in digital design, this research examines new 
methods for performing simple and affordable kinetic structures so as to 
create interactive relations between architecture and human being.”



Sunset Parklet

18”

x4

This parklet is located in San Francisco on Judah Street between 44th
and 45th Aves. The parklet holds a 50’ x 6’ footprint directly in front 

of Sea Breeze Cafe. The parklet serves multiple small businesses as a 
place for both patrons and the public can congregate or rest. The 

parklet also serves multiple functions. Its unconventional angularity 
and planar surfaces serve various purposes can be utilized in 

different ways such as tabletops, benches, lounge-style seating, 
and shelter from the elements. The parklet includes bike racks, a 
bike pump station, planting opportunities, leash ties, and a dog 
watering area. The overall design is loosely based on sand dunes

that undulate and shift.

Interstice Architects
Sunset Parklet

Judah St.

Images from Contemporist article

One “track” is 18 inches in width and 
runs the length of the site. Each 18 inch
assembly is made up of three 6 inch
boards.

2x4 Box
 Frame

1x6 Outer Shell

2x2 Base Frame
Cutout Section

Design Strategy
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Brick has been used in construction since ancient times and has been respected
among other tectonic materials through out the history. Novel technologies
recently have opened new horizons in using brick in architectural design. This
paper investigates innovative implementation of bricks in kinetic architecture.
Kinetic structures usually employ complex and high-cost mechanisms to come
into force and their movements might be limited to some conditions. By the use of
magnet in digital design, this research examines new methods for performing
simple and affordable kinetic structures so as to create interactive relations
between architecture and human being. Magnetic energy is applied in two ways
to move a roof made of brick which is considered a heavy and masonry material.
Consequently, it represents the hidden potentials of magnet as a renewable source
of energy.

Keywords: kinetic architecture, interactive design, parametric design,
Bricklaying, magnet energy

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays explosive growth of digital technology
has affected the core of architectural design. Cer-
tainly, digital tools offer new possibilities that were
inconceivable only a few years ago (Picon 2010). This
research arises from a project in design studio of Tar-
biatModaresUniversity (TMU) defined as "Interactive
Transforming Canopy with Particular Reference to
Computational Design Thinking". The canopy seems
to be a pavilion to exhibit cutting-edge technologies
which developed by TMU students, understanding
that, the canopy itself should showhigh level of inter-
activity. As a result, the design teamwere challenged

to examine their ideas and innovations through de-
signing the canopy. The coherence between theo-
retical ideas and design to performance process was
the main issue of this experience. The design team
did their best to combine endogenous ideas as well
as indigenous materials with digital technologies in
order to find a way to design a kinetic structure with
heavy andmasonry materials like brick. It was an im-
pressive task to bridge local materials (such as brick)
to new shape of interactive atmosphere which was
asked in the design terms of the canopy.
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INSPIRING BRICKWORKS
Brick construction counts with a long and rich tradi-
tion in architecture, which can be traced back to the
origins of our civilization and reminds us of soil and
nature. Because of accessibility and unique features,
it has been employed widely in traditional architec-
turewith variety of forms in each place. It was used in
differentparts of abuilding as structureor decoration
in facade. Amazing samples of brick works around
the world exemplifies our ancestors' progresses in
producing and employing this material. As an exam-
ple, among Iranian ancient buildings, Zanbil Ziggu-
rat, porchCtesiphon, IsfahanandYazdGrandMosque
andRabat (Museumofbrickwork) canbementioned.

Despite the long history of bricks and masonry
in the built environment, they usually include lim-
ited possibilities to be applied in the design. For that
reason, digital technologies can assist in developing
proper methodologies for masonry (Al-Haddad et al.
2011) to meet contemporary design requirements
and integrate newgeometric possibilities. As noticed
by Campbell (2005, 13), brick's evolution overtime
has been grounded in two major areas: brickmak-
ing technologies and brickwork techniques. While
the first one sets the physical properties of the mate-
rial (i.e. weight, dimensions, resistance, appearance),
the second one defines the space for design cre-
ativity and efficiency of masonry constructions. The
developments in brickwork techniques tend to be
driven by structural and aesthetic goals, supporting
the materialization of magnificent brick walls, arches
or vaults, and also ornamental surface effects (Sousa
et al. 2015, 362). By implementation of parametric
design methods various forms can be created. This
is what many contemporary designers are looking
for. In recent years, some innovative brickworks have
been created by designers which opens new hori-
zons toward adoption of brick in contemporary ar-
chitecture. It is important to highlight two magni-
cant monuments inspiring the design generators i.e.
Cloaked in Bricks and Spris Café.

Cloaked in Bricks
Cloaked in Bricks is a residential project designed by
Admun Design & Construction Studio and located in
Ekbatan, Tehran, Iran. It consisted of a façade design
and lasted from 2013 to 2015. This project is an at-
tempt to propose a prototype addressing the current
issues of residential architecture in its region through
bridging between old and new, proving how local
materials and patterns can be used in new ways cre-
ating an architecture responding to both functional
requirements and aesthetics.

Figure 1
The facade design
of Cloaked in Bricks
project.

Brick appeared to be a proper choice for the façade
covering since it has always been used as a lo-
cal building material in Iran meeting environmental
needs while creating numerous aesthetically beau-
tiful textures. The complex form of the façade, lim-
ited construction period and economical conditions
of the project forced the project team to search for
a new construction method for implementing the
façade. The appropriate method seemed to be elim-
inating mortar by punching the bricks (Figure 1). Fi-
nally, parametric design software facilitated the tex-
ture design process. Despite the complex form of
the facade the construction process was easily exe-
cutable by workers through simple instructions pre-
pared by employing a system of coding [1]. As a con-
temporary praised building, it focused on dancing
brick to show flexibilty of masonry materials.
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Spris Cafe
Spris Cafe with 28sqm space, designed by HoobaDe-
sign Group is located in Nejatollahi street in center
of Tehran surrounded by Iranian handicrafts shops,
neighboring the building of Iranian handicrafts Or-
ganization. The aim of the project was to renovate
a gift shop and change it to a cafe, considering the
small size of the project and its location themain idea
inspired by the urban context to transform the tradi-
tional elements into an architectural interior space.

Figure 2
The combination of
bricks in Spris Café .

Figure 3
The interior of Spris
Café, facing the
roof.

In designing the spatial diagram, themateriality con-
cept is based on an integrated geometry continues
fromoutside to inside. The neighboring building, Ira-
nian handicrafts Organization with brick facade, was
the inspiration to use the same material for the cafe.
Concerning the small size of the project, a brick with
5*10*20 dimensions sliced into eight smaller pieces
of 5*5*5 centimeters which one side of the bricks
glazed in turquoise blue color. The terracotta bricks
are also hygienic as they covered with antibacterial
layer (Figure 2).

One of the main issues of design was creating a vi-
sual variation of the form in a small space. In this
concept, the situation of visitors in relation to the
project is significant in order to understand the form
as they can differently perceive the composition of
colors on the bricks regarding to their position (Fig-
ure 3). The turquoise blue glazed side of the bricks
are facing south shaped with the monolithic geom-
etry of brick laying that was modeled by the 3D di-
agram started from the pavement of the pedestrian
and continues inside of the café [2]. In this case, zoo-
morphic and transitive character of brick, makes spir-
itual space which remind traditional architecture of
Iran.

Case studies show that recent architectural
projects focus on innovative understanding of brick
while lack of movement made them conventional
rather than cutting-edge architecture.

DESIGN TO PERFORMANCE
It is believed that through implementation of para-
metric design, we can create movement and rhythm
in brickworks making it much more dynamic. There-
fore it was assumed that interactive approach to-
ward adoption of brick in architectural design pro-
cessmight bepioneer answer to the designquestion.
The design team had two challenges concerning the
design process:

1. How to create movement in a number of ob-
jects simultaneously?

2. How to create movement in heavy and ma-
sonry materials like bricks?

In order to find an energy efficient source of
movement the design team decided to adopt Mag-
net as a source of energy. Electromagnetic energy
is an extensive renewable resource that has been
underestimated in many fields such as architecture.
We believe that using magnet as a source of en-
ergy will open new approaches and causes huge ef-
fects in future buildings. Additionally, there is a new
approach toward applying magnetic fields in archi-
tecture namely "Magnetic Architecture". The cur-
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Figure 4
The prototype
representing the
roof structure in
scale 1:10.

rent focus of magnetic architecture explores the de-
sign opportunities of a new building process from
phaseone: simply using recycled iron-basedmaterial
controlled with-in a magnetic field (Diaz and Dubor,
2013). Magnetic architecture might be seen as a po-
tential to increase the flexibility of additive process to
reach the architectural scale.

MECHANISM OF USING MAGNETS
THROUGH KINETIC BRICKS
The idea of moving bricks is based on the interac-
tion between two energies: the electromagnetic en-
ergy of the magnet and the weight of the brick. In
other word, magnet pulls the pieces of bricks up-
ward, while the weight of bricks pulls them to the
ground. Using this interaction between these ener-
gies made the design objective to be focused on the
Roof of the pavilion. Therefore, a specific detail was
needed to hang the pieces of brick from roof, so that

the magnet would absorb them. After all, punching
the brick in minor section and reinforcing them with
some iron-made bars seemed to be an appropriate
solution.

The design was modeled in Rhinoceros
((C)McNeel) with the parametric design plugin
Grasshopper ((C)David Rutten/McNeel). The sur-
face was converted into a series of EPS bricks with
250x100x50mm, which is one of the standard di-
mensions of commercial bricks. In total, the model
comprises 700 bricks placed vertically and ordered in
one level. Firstly, each brickwas punched from itsmi-
nor section and then a bar inserted and fixed within
it to suspend the brick from the roof. Additionally, a
grid of holes was made within the roof as a base for
bars. The holes were created in the square shape and
also bars were rectangular in order to fit in the holes
and avoid undesirable rotation while moving (Figure
4). The suspended structure of bricks enables them
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Figure 5
Moving the magnet
on top of the roof
and rhythm in
bricks.

to move vertically through the holes when a magnet
absorbs them. The length of bars is adjusted in a way
that enables bricks to move less than 20cm vertically
so as the integration of the roof structure would not
be damaged. While the bricks move in a series, they
form some waves in the roof which attracts the user.

At this stage a system was needed to be defined
for generating magnet energy so that it can over-
come the weight of bricks to move them upward.
To produce the required magnetic energy, two ideas
were brought up and examined i.e. Permanent Mov-
ing Magnet (Magnetic Field) and Temporary Fixed
Magnet (Electromagnetic Field).

1. Permanent Moving Magnet (Magnetic Field).
The first idea is based on using a permanent mag-
net and moving it (the source of energy) on top
of the brick grid. The iron bars within each brick
would be absorbed by the magnetic energy gen-
erated by the moving magnet, creating a wave in
the different parts of the roof (Figure 5). To actual-
ize this idea, extensive investigates were done and
the results were examined by altering the factors in
Grasshopper model (Figure 6).. Finally, it ended up
with the idea that a 2-axis robot (like Motorizable

Figure 6
The algorithm of
grasshopper plugin
related to
movement of brick
based on magnet.

Figure 7
3Dmodeling of roof
structure and 2-axis
robat moving on
top of that creating
rhythm in bricks.
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2-axis X-Y) is needed to receive the commands from
Grasshopper and move on the roof surface based
on those commands. The commands are transferred
to the robot by Ardoino kits. As a result, the robot
moves the magnet attached to it and enables the
bricks to move in a special order (Figure 7).

Figure 8
Temporary magnet
made of steel with
cable around it
carrying electrical
current.

Linking the robot with Grasshopper gives us the op-
portunity to draw various patterns and move the
whole structure based on that to create those pat-
terns on the bottom view of the roof. Also, we can
equip the pavilion with some sensors to catch the
presence of human in the space and transfer them to
the robot tomovebasedonhumanmovement inside
the pavilion. Consequently, the parametric design of
pavilion leads to an space with which people could
engage in interactive relations.

2. Temporary Fixed Magnet (Electromagnetic
Field). The second idea is based on using an electro-
magnetic gridwith fixed componentswhich includes
some temporary magnets located on a regular ba-
sis. Temporary magnet refers to a piece of steel with
some cables turned around it. By exerting an elec-
tric current involving the pieces of steel, they would
transform to magnets and produce electromagnetic
field (Figure 8). As the position of magnets is fixed in
this method, by altering the amount of electric cur-
rent, the amount of voltage is changed and subse-
quently the power of electromagnetic field would be
variable. If we place themagnets in a grid order, they
cover the whole parts of the roof and variability of
electromagnetic field causes the bricks to move ver-
tically and create waves.

CONCLUSION
The results of the project show that magnetic energy
might play a crucial role in future of kinetic interac-
tive architecture. This research opens a new horizon
in computer-aided design while needs extensive re-
searches and practices to be recognized as a design
and construction method. Implementation of Mag-
net has the following benefits:

1. Magnetic energy is a renewable source of en-
ergy and is generated without damaging the
environment.

2. It reduces the costs of a project during the de-
sign to construction process. As an example,
to construct kinetic structures by using mod-
ern technologies high-cost systems is needed,
but using magnets seems to be an affordable
method for creating movement in space, be-
cause the energy generated for moving one
object practically causes several objects to
move.

Endless potential of brick makes it a flexible material
for contemporary architecture. The results of the re-
search emphasized on potential ability on combina-
tion between traditional material and kinetic charac-
ter of contemporary interactive monuments.
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ABSTRACT
In an attempt to design shape-morphing multifunctional objects, this thesis uses programmable 
matter to design self-organizing multi-agent systems capable of morphing from one shape into 
another. The research looks at various precedents of self-assembly and modular robotics to design 
and prototype passive agents that could be cheaply mass-produced. Intelligence will be embedded 
into these agents on a material level, designing different local interactions to perform different 
global goals. 

The initial exploratory study looks at various examples from nature like plankton and molecules. 
Magnetic actuation is chosen as the external actuation force between agents. The research uses 
simultaneous digital and physical investigations to understand and design the interactions between 
agents. The project offers a systemic investigation of the effect of shape, interparticle forces, and 
surface friction on the packing and reconfiguration of granular systems. 

The ability to change the system state from a gaseous, liquid, then solid state offers new possi-
bilities in the field of material computation, where one can design a "material" and change its 
properties on demand.

    Nucleus                                                      Flagella                                                        Shell
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INTRODUCTION
Influenced by unprecedented technological advances, individuals’ 
expectations of what an object can and should do are becoming 
greater and greater. These high expectations in turn pressure the 
search for innovative ways to embed intelligence into objects in 
order to make them multifunctional, and capable of responding 
and interacting with their surroundings. The ability of an object 
to morph from one shape to another has been a problem that 
many researchers in various fields have tried to approach. These 
have ranged in size and technique from large architectural explo-
rations to swarm microrobots. Chuck Hoberman’s transformative 
structures and the new cutting-edge pop-up origami robots are 
good examples of objects that seamlessly transform from one 
shape to another. However, the concept of the discretization of 
structures into small simple objects that swarm and self-organize, 
creating different complex shapes, offer more potential in terms 
of flexibility of reconfiguration and ease of construction. A good 
example of this approach is Harvard’s Kilobots (Rubenstein et al. 
2014). 

Nevertheless, the bots are still relatively expensive to fabricate 
and require a lot of maintenance. The research done in the 
project fills the gap in terms of creating passive simple agents 
that could be cheaply mass-produced. Using material computa-
tion, one can design local intelligence to perform different global 
goals. Having reconfigurable granular systems could have multi-
scale applications from microrobotics to architecture (Dierichs 
and Menges 2012). 

BACKGROUND 
Biological Inspirations
The project has three main driving biological inspirations: self-as-
sembly, for understanding interparticle interaction strategies, 
plankton, for their geometric complexity and variation, and 
the structure of molecules, as an inspiration for phase change. 
Understanding how self-assembly works in nature, and the 
study of biological examples where shape has a great effect 
on self-assembly, was crucial in the investigation process. The 
agents’ shapes and surface chemistry could control the packing 
behavior, selectivity, and dynamics of the self-assembled biolog-
ical structures (Cademartiri et al. 2012). Some of these strategies 
are furthermore implemented in the research. Plankton are crea-
tures that drift with water currents, which is a perfect analogy 
for the passive agents in question, as they drift together and 
cluster to form beautiful mesmerizing formations (Sardet 2015). 
During Victorian-era expeditions, the geometric complexity of 
plankton was thoroughly studied and documented (Haeckel 
1998). From these drawings and analysis, the complex geometry 
of their microscopic shapes could be expressed as the assembly 
of three components: the nucleus, the shell or body, and the 

flagella that help in the drifting and interlocking of the individual 
plankter to one another (Figure 1). The third biological inspiration 
is molecules, and in particular, water molecules. The individual 
molecules have a constant shape and distinct polarities, but with 
different molecular configurations and grid structures, the whole 
system starts to have different properties and transforms from 
a gaseous to a liquid to a solid state. The same analogy would 
be used later to describe the agents’ systems when transformed 
into different global states. 

Precedents
The effect of the shape of particles on overall structural behavior 
has been studied by a number of researchers, either to achieve 
the greatest packing fraction or to create granular material 
with special properties (Duran 2012; Pöschel 1998). Although 
complex non-convex shapes could provide more opportuni-
ties for creating interlocking or entanglement behavior, there 
are limitations and complications in regards to the modeling of 
interparticle forces. Therefore, advances in digital fabrication and 
rapid prototyping made it easier for the physical experimenta-
tion of their behavior (Athanassiadis et al. 2014). The promise of 
granular systems comes from the ability to transition the system 
between fluid and solid states on demand. The addition of inter-
particle attraction and repulsion forces has been proven to help 
in this reconfiguration (Cox et al. 2016). However, the effect of 
the particle shape in the rearrangement of the granular systems 
hasn’t been systemically investigated yet.

METHODS
Actuation
When choosing the external actuation method, a number of 
techniques were explored to search for the optimal solution in 
terms of precision and large variability of movement.

The first method explored was the use of vibration to move gran-
ular material as well as other larger elements. There is existing 
research in the field of cymatics on how sound and vibration at 
different frequencies can be used to actuate small granular mate-
rial to form different complex geometric patterns (Jenny 2007). 
As complex as the shapes seem, cymatics has been used until 
now as an exploration and visualization technique to understand 
the effect of different sound frequencies; there hasn’t, however, 
been enough research on how to design these waves to reach 
specific targeted patterns. Vibration was also recently used in the 
actuation and movement of larger objects. A good example is the 
project "Cilllia," where intricate hair structures were 3D printed, 
and using external vibrational waves, researchers had precise 
control over the objects based on the 3D printed hair direction 
(Ou et al. 2016). Using the same technique, though, it is very 
hard for an object to have multiple movements using different 
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vibrations, because the movement direction is already embedded 
in the 3D printed hair pattern. 

The second set of actuation methods investigated were heat and 
humidity, as these have been heavily explored in architecture 
and material computation. Shape memory material, as well as 
the use of material swelling, offer great potential in terms of the 
passive actuation of objects using only the natural environment. 
However, most of the research conducted in this field managed 
to stimulate discrete singular movements in objects. The ability 
to use different temperature or humidity values to create 
different effects and movements on the same object hasn’t yet 
been investigated.

Magnetic actuation was the third and chosen external actuation 
method. External magnetic actuation is now widely used in the 
field of microrobotics, controlling a wide range of movements 
like swimming, flying, and crawling (Miki and Shimoyama 2002; 
Honda et al. 1996; Miyashita et al. 2015). There has also been 
research on the independent control of multiple agents using the 
same magnetic field (Diller et Al. 2013). However, the control of 
more than one magnetic agent hasn’t been thoroughly explored 
yet. Therefore, the research will aim to investigate the use of 
magnetic fields to induce swarming and clustering behaviors in 
small passive magnetic agents.

Physical Setup
The designed and constructed actuation platform is a 2D array 
of electromagnets (solenoids) that actuate the magnetic agents. 

Using this setup, a wide range of controlled movements could be 
generated (Pangaro et al. 2002; Hurak and Zemanek 2012). The 
platform consists of a 4 x 4 array of electromagnets under in a 16 

*16 cm layer of clear acrylic with 2.5 mm thickness (Figure 2).

Four PCB milled boards are designed, soldered, and programmed 
to control the electromagnets. Each board consists of a micro-
controller (ATtiny44), a regulator to regulate between the 12 V 
power and 5 V signal sent from the computer, and 4 H bridges 
that pass electricity in the 1.5 cm radius wound copper coils. 
The electromagnets have on average 25 Ω resistance (Figure 3). 
The polarity of the magnetic field on each electromagnet can be 
altered by changing the direction of the electric current in the 
corresponding H bridge, and the strength could be changed by 
using pulse width modulation. A computer interface was devel-
oped to control the strength and polarity of each solenoid in real 
time.

Digital Setup
As for the digital simulation, Unity 3D was chosen as a gaming 
and physics engine to calculate and visualize the collisions and 
forces applied on the agents. As for the electromagnetic forces 
calculations, the MagnetoDynamics package was used. This 
package simplifies the magnetic field forces calculations by 
discretizing the forces into infinitesimal dipoles, making it faster 
for a gaming engine to have a real-time simulation without 
compromising the accuracy of the calculations. The creation and 
behaviors of the objects in the system were all coded using C# 
scripts.

3
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Agents’ Design
In the process of designing a family of agents, influenced by the 
plankton anatomy described earlier, the agent system could be 
divided into three components for exploration: the nucleus as an 
analogy of the agent’s magnetic field, the flagella as an analogy 
of the surface friction, and the shell that describes the main 
geometric shape of the agent.

Shell Design: A parametric model was developed using 
Grasshopper and Rhinoceros 3D in order to design a wide range 
of objects. The performance of various objects can be tested 
later in terms of their effect on the global formations. In order 
to explore the different geometric shapes of the agents, full 3D 
as well as 2D extruded shapes were examined. Three-, four-, 
five-, and six-sided geometries were explored. For 2D extruded 
shapes, algorithms for generating different shape strategies (stel-
lated, interlocking, directed) were developed. As for 3D shapes, 
or platonic solids, elongated and perforated polyhedra were 
explored. Different smoothness values were added to the shape 
to test the effects of smooth interactions. 

Flagella Design: For the flagella explorations, an algorithm to 
add flagella at the corners of the shapes was developed, intro-
ducing different lengths, diameters, and end shapes to create 
objects that were more prone to having interlocking and tangling 
behaviors. 

Nucleus Design: The last parameter was the most important one 
in the investigation, as designing the strength and polarity of 

2 Electromagnet Array.

3 Circuit Boards Design.

4 Finite Element Magnetic Simulation.

5 Agents' Shape Matrix.
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the magnetic field around the agent could in some cases have a 
larger effect on the global formations than the shape and surface 
friction (Figure 5). 

In order to study the effect of the external magnetic field on 
the agent, it is important to have the ability to isolate the agents 
from one another in order to maximize the external magnetic 
field effect. This will ensure maximum control over the agents. If 
the agents aren’t isolated, they will have a dominant clumping or 
repulsion behavior, and the external magnetic field would have 
a secondary effect in comparison. Using FEMM, finite element 
magnetic field simulation was implemented to study the effect 
of adding side magnetic shielding in an attempt to sculpt the 
magnetic field around the agent and minimize the agent-to-agent 
interactions (Figure 4). The agent design is an integrated multiph-
ysics problem, where both the visible and invisible design factors 
should be rigorously crafted, as they have a great effect in the 
final multi-agent swarming behavior (Figure 18).

RESULTS
Digital Experimentation
To complement the physical experimentation, digital simulation 
environments were developed to mimic the physical setup and 
provide a platform where a larger number of explorations could 
be conducted and thoroughly analyzed. 

For the 3D digital simulation setup, a replica of the physical 
experimental setup was first developed. The solenoids were 
put in a 2D array and the strength and polarity of each solenoid 
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could be controlled independently. The solenoids’ magnetic fields 
were afterwards translated into forces applied on the magnetic 
agents. A large variety of agents were tested with different 
shapes and magnetic properties. In the 3D simulation environ-
ment, agents with magnetizable material with different strengths 
were tested. The magnetic field from the solenoids tended 
to cause the translation of the agents, and the 3D rotation 
and packing of the agents were a result of the collision forces 
between them. The change of the polarity of the solenoids had 
very little effect on the forces on the agents. 

The second set of experiments were with agents with one 
centralized magnetic dipole to evaluate how the agents behave 
with and without the external magnetic field. In these exper-
iments the external solenoid’s strength is set to be higher 
than the dipole magnetic strength in order for it to be strong 
enough to obstruct the interaction between the agents. In this 
case, the solenoids’ polarity had a great effect on the torque 
and forces applied on the agents. The agents were set to be in 
random positions at the beginning, and the ones that were close 
enough clumped together, creating linear and circular anisotropic 
formations. When the external magnetic field was on, the agents 
rotated and moved to reach the most stable state. The collision 
between the agents was minimal, because neighboring agents 
have repulsion forces between each other as they tend to have 
the same orientation and polarity. Once the external field was 
turned off, the agents returned to the initial clumping behaviors. 

The last set of experiments was with agents that had multiple 

distributed magnetic dipoles. When the external field was on, the 
agents tried to clump together, and the different clusters had 
in-plane rotation behavior. Once the external field wa off, the 
rotation stopped.

A notable problem with the 3D agents’ simulation is that when 
the number of agents increases, so does the time needed to 
calculate the heavy 3D physics collisions calculations, making it 
hard to have an interactive real-time simulation of the agents’ 
behavior. Therefore, in order to study the formations of a larger 
number of agents, another 2D digital simulation environment for 
2D extruded shapes was developed. All the magnetic forces and 
torques were transformed into 2D forces and in-plane rotations. 
The weight of the agents was translated into surface friction 
between the agents and ground plane.

The 2D simulation tested a large number of 2D agents with 
magnetic material (Figure 8). For the simulation to be similar to 
the physical setup, the solenoids were only strong enough to 
move agents that were in a radius equal to the solenoids' spacing. 
A clustering/packing algorithm for the solenoids’ control was 
generated. Since the simulations always started with a random 
scattering of agents, at the beginning all the solenoids were 
turned on, and at each time-step (dependent on the agents’ 
strength, weight, and size), one of the outer open solenoids will 
be turned off until only one central solenoid is on.

In order to analyze the clustering and formations behavior, 
different evaluation criteria were calculated. The first set of 
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6 2D Digital Experimental Setup.

7 Clustering and Reconfiguration 
Analysis.

8 3D Digital Experimentation and 
Setup.

9 Initial Physical Experimentation.

evaluation criteria to describe the agents is the pre-jamming 
state (Figure 6). Firstly, the rotation category R is defined as the 
number of dominant relative rotations between the agents. For 
example, for 4- and 6-sided symmetric agents there is mainly 
1 dominant rotation where all agents have the same relative 
in-plane rotation. By contrast, 3- and 5-sided shapes have 2 
dominant rotations. Secondly, the agents’ trails are drawn and 
analyzed to deduce the speed and type of movement of the 
agents. Each vertex of the trail curve is added at a fixed distance 
(2 mm) from the vertex preceding it and stays for a fixed amount 
of time (5 seconds) before it is removed. This setup helps in the 
calculation of the average speed of the agents by getting the 
average length of the trails, and the type of agent movement is 
calculated by analyzing the curvature of the trail curve. When 
the average curvature of the agent trail curve is high, it means 
that the agent’s movement is a rotational movement, and when it 
is low, it means that the movement is a linear translation move-
ment (Figure 7). 

Using OpenCV (Bradski 2000), at each simulation frame, a blob 
detection algorithm is implemented. The blobs are the first 
representation of the system in a fluid state where concepts like 
flow, viscosity, and ease of reconfiguration could be described. 
At each frame rate, the number, area, and inertia of the blobs is 
calculated. 

The jamming of the system could have been detected by 
using some of the evaluation criteria discussed earlier. When 
the agents are in the solid state, they have slow rotational 

movements and all blobs converge into one circular blob. Once 
jammed, other criteria like the packing fraction and contact 
number, which are often used to described jammed granular 
materials, are computed. The packing fraction is calculated by 
dividing the total area of the agents over the area of the blob. 
The contact number is deduced using Unity3D’s collision detec-
tion and the average number of agents in contact at a certain 
time is calculated.

Table 1: Clustering Analysis Examples

Number 
of Sides

Shape 
Type

Rotation 
Category

Packing 
Fraction

Contact 
Number

Reconf- 
igutaion

3 Basic 2 0.72 4.1 0.80

4 Basic 1 0,72 4.5 0.71

5 Basic 2 0.73 5.2 0.68

6 Basic 1 0.70 6.1 0.65

3 Stellated More 0.64 5.1 0.60

3 Chiral More 0.67 4.1 0.55

4 Smooth 
Interlock

1 0.68 4.8 0.69
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Physical Experimentation
The physical setup was first tested to see the solenoids’ control 
over the movement of a single element and a cluster of 5 mm 
sphere magnets. The ability to create translation, as well as 
in-plane and out-of-plane rotation using a different number of 
ball magnets. In addition, a solenoid set-of-actions was achieved 
(Figure 9). Two methods of mass production to fabricate custom 
agents’ designs were then explored: 3D printing and casting.

In order to test the family of agents modeled earlier, a number of 
agents were 3D printed using iron-based PLA filaments, however, 
the solenoids didn’t have enough strength to move them (Figure 

11). Therefore, the next set of 3D printed agents were fabricated 
with a non-fixed 3 mm diameter sphere magnet embedded inside 
(Figure 12). Eight layers of 0.025 mm low carbon steel sheets 
were inserted to decrease the agent-to-agent interaction and 
make them move independently from each other. A set of agents 
with different shape strategies and different flagella densities 
were fabricated, and the clustering algorithm for the solenoid 
array was implemented to test how closely aligned the physical 
clustering of the agents was to the digital ones. The clustering 
behavior was to a great extent aligned with the physical experi-
ments, validating the digital experimentation results.

In order to visualize and understand the agent-to-agent jamming 
stresses, soft agents with magnetic cores were cast with different 
sizes. Clear polyurethane was used as a casting material because 
of its photoelastic property, wherein the stresses can be visu-
alized using polarized film (Figure 13). These agents, however, 
were relatively heavy and had too much friction with the acrylic 
base. Therefore, they couldn’t be actuated using the constructed 
solenoid array. The stresses between the magnets could never-
theless still be seen. A new set of soft agents were fabricated 
afterwards with with the goal of investigating the potential of 
soft coupling between the agents (Figure 14). Two prototypes 
were designed and fabricated: a grid and a star soft network 
of agents. The external magnetic field caused a wide variety of 
subtle movements. Twisting, rotation, and elongation movements 
were amplified by the stress visualization (Figure 15). These 
explorations have a high potential for the future investigation of 
external actuation in different networked surfaces.

REFLECTION
As a reflection of the various physical and digital experiments 
conducted, a taxonomy of the different agent design parameters 
and their effect on the global clustering and formations behav-
iors was developed.

Parameters
The main three parameter categories as discussed earlier  are the 
nucleus, flagella, and the shell. Firstly, the nucleus parameters are 
the strength, polarity (fixed, free and metal), magnetic shielding, 
and distribution the magnetic dipoles. The flagella parameters 
are the density, length, range, and shape. Finally, for the shell, 
the relative size of the nucleus in relation to the shell, its weight, 
shape, and chirality were the final variables explored (Figure 16).

Effects
In terms of nucleus parameters, the magnetic field strength 
has a large effect on the speed of the agents, as well as their 
flow (liquid state), their deceleration, and the effect range of 
the solenoids. The polarity of the agents, if fixed, could cause 
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the individual elements to flip, or could cause cluster to have 
in-plane or out-of-plane rotations or hovering behaviors. The 
shielding of the agents' nucleus minimizes the agent-to-agent 
interaction, which reduces the ability of the agents to recon-
figure/move when the external actuation field is turned off. 
When the agents have a centralized magnetic dipole, the 
dominant external forces on the agent are linear, and the packing 
is mostly based on the shape of the agent. If the dipoles are on 
the other hand distributed and non-centralized, there are more 

complex forces applied on the agent because of the different 
dipole polarization, causing torque. Moreover, when the dipoles 
are near the edges, the agent-to-agent attraction and repulsion 
forces have a higher impact during the agents’ packing. 

The flagella variations have a large effect on the ability of the 
cluster to reconfigure from one shape to another. Having higher 
flagella density increases the surface friction, causing a more 
difficult  reconfiguration. If the flagella have an "arrow" inter-
locking shape the ability to reconfigure is very low. Moreover, the 
number of flagella in contact with the bottom side of the agents 
could increase or decrease the friction between the agent and 
ground layer, thus decreasing the speed of the agents. 

Lastly, analyzing the parameters under the shell category, the 
relative size of the shell in relation to the nucleus distances the 
nucleus from the effect of the external solenoids, which has 
the same effect on the agents as changing the nucleus strength. 
The weight of the shell impacts the range and time needed for 
the solenoids to move the agents. The shape of the agents, as 
discussed earlier, has a great impact on the rotation category, 
contact number, and packing fraction. Lastly, introducing agents 
with different chiralities could cause selective clustering (Figure 
17).

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the project offers a systemic investigation of 
the effect of shape, interparticle forces, and surface friction 
on the packing and reconfiguration of granular systems. Using 
advancements in nanofabrication technologies, one will be able 
to fabricate a large number of nanoagents,  which will facilitate 
the ability to change system states from gaseous to liquid to 
solid state. This will in turn offer new possibilities in the field of 
material computation, where one can design a "material" and 
change its properties on demand. Using the deducted reconfig-
uration principles to design desired distributions is part of the 
forthcoming research.

The next steps also will be to explore the three-dimensional 
control of the agents to reach 3D formations. The use of more 
passive environmental actuation techniques like temperature and 
humidity could also be explored to increase the applicability of 
the system. The applications of having shape-morphing objects 
are endless and could be applied in different fields like medicine, 
material science, and even architecture, causing a paradigm 
shift in the manufacturing industry into a bottom-up production 
process.
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13 Soft Agents.

14 Networked Agents

15 Closeup of the photo-elastic effect due to stress and strain.
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